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road trips, head trips, and other car-crazed writings - a fascination that was denis jenkinson 27 juan
manuel fangio denise mccluggage 34 the man who could do everything ken purdy 48 a letter john weitz 60
heck, mes amis, it's only ol' cale bob ottum 63 tragic superhero of american racing griffith borgeson 74 stand
on it! 8/7/ neely and bob ottum 86 out of control! dan gerber 99 followers jim ... an irrepressible 20th
century hero by art evans i - led by fangio and moss, won everything. ... the 300 slrs originally, the factory
had teamed fitch with denis jenkinson as navigator. during practice, fitch invented a device made out of wood
that held a continuous roll of paper containing a map of the course. stirling ... driver bob grossman wound up a
surprising 8th overall and 1st in gt. it the jaguar club central arizona newsletter o 2014 - jcna - last
weekend nancy and i, bob and lynn brown and robert and debbie bronstein went over to fallbrook, ca. the
inland empire club combined with the english motors' at fairbrook to put on a great concours on the grounds of
fairbrook farms, which is a hunter and jumper horse facility. the venue was beautiful as this is great horse
country. bob and vintage motorsport - briggs cunningham - led by fangio and moss, won everything. john
told me that he thought his greatest drive was the mille miglia where he won the gt class in a production
300sl. originally, the factory had teamed fitch with denis jenkinson as navigator. during practice, john invented
a device made out of wood that held a continuous roll of paper
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